Hi Rainbow Class
I cannot believe how quickly this week has flown. At the beginning of the week I went into school and the
children made a 3D undersea scene. I am part of an arts group so we met online, chatted about a theme
and then created. I wrote a story. At last, I started to sew my green skirt! It has been quite a learning curve
and at times I have had to do some unpicking, which means undoing the stitches! It is nearly finished,
hopefully I will be able to show you a photo of the finished article next week. However, I did make a felt
collage using circles as my theme.
From now on, you will find the work for your home learning in a Year One grid under all the Year One
messages to their classes. Keep using Purple Mash.
Have fun and learn lots.
Much love and hugs
Amanda xx

Bonjour Rainbows,
I hope that you are all well, having fun and keeping busy :)
This week, I have kept Yuen and myself busy as well. On Monday Yuen and I started a project as Yuen loves
Space. Using cereal boxes, polystyrene balls, Sharpie markers, toilet paper (to make the sun and Jupiter),
black paint, silver glitter, a needle and thread, we made the solar system! We are adding things as we go to
make it perfect (The asteroid belt and Kuiper belt using small stones and Yuen will soon write facts about
the solar system.)
We went outside on Thursday to play with bubbles and Yuen and I had fun creating a bubble daisy. It was a
bit of a challenge but after a few tries, we managed to do it and it looked beautiful.
I went to school on Wednesday and it was nice to be able to come out of the house for a bit.

Today, with some help from Yuen, I made my first chocolate cheesecake.
Also, we are continuing to do our exercises, thanks to Joe Wicks, five times a week. We really enjoy it!
I continue helping Yuen with his homework and my long time friend with perfecting his French.
This week for French, I would like you to refresh your vocabulary of the part of the body, as we already
learnt this and label parts of the body using a sheet from Twinkl ( French body parts labeling worksheet 4)
I hope you have enjoyed the rainbow song in French which you have learned last week. Using your colours
knowledge, I would like you to colour Elmer the elephant ( Twinkl : KS1 French Elmer colour by number
sheet).
I truly hope to see you soon but in the meantime, keep smiling and having fun!
Lots of love.
Monia xxx

Hello Rainbows,
I hope you had a lovely week. We have created a soil bed for our broad beans and peas whilst we were
building the pot. Because the plants were growing and the little pots were not enough for them anymore.
Look at their roots! This weekend we are seeding rockets and lettuce. I will share their photos in the
following weeks.

I am also being creative and playful around the house. I hope you are too!

Lots of love, Gozde

Birthdays
Unfortunately, we have missed being able to celebrate the 6th birthdays of Elisa, Ida and Joseph. I want to
wish a very happy belated birthday to all of you. I hope you all had a fun day at home and we will have to
celebrate all the missed birthdays when we go back to school!
This week it’s Leela’s birthday on Friday, so have a great day Leela!

